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ABSTRACT

There is a need for identifying quantitative imaging (e.g. MRI) signatures for prostate cancer (CaP), so that
computer-aided diagnostic methods can be trained to detect disease extent in vivo. Determining CaP extent
on in vivo MRI is difficult to do; however, with the availability of ex vivo surgical whole mount histological
sections (WMHS) for CaP patients undergoing radical prostatectomy, co-registration methods can be applied to
align and map disease extent onto pre-operative MR imaging from the post-operative histology. Yet obtaining
digitized images of WHMS for co-registration with the pre-operative MRI is cumbersome since (a) most digital
slide scanners are unable to accommodate the entire section, and (b) significant technical expertise is required
for whole mount slide preparation. Consequently, most centers opt to construct quartered sections of each
histology slice. Prior to co-registration with MRI, however, these quartered sections need to be digitally stitched
together to reconstitute a digital, pseudo WMHS. Histostitcher c© is an interactive software program that uses
semi-automatic registration tools to digitally stitch quartered sections into pseudo WMHS. Histostitcher c© was
originally developed using the GUI tools provided by the Matlab programming interface, but the clinical use was
limited due to the inefficiency of the interface. The limitations of the Matlab based GUI include (a) an inability to
edit the fiducials, (b) the rendering being extremely slow, and (c) lack of interactive and rapid visualization tools.

In this work, Histostitcher c© has been integrated into the eXtensible Imaging Platform (XIP
TM

) framework (a set

of libraries containing functionalities for analyzing and visualizing medical image data). XIP
TM

lends the stitching
tool much greater flexibility and functionality by (a) allowing interactive and seamless navigation through the
full resolution histology images, (b) the ability to easily add, edit, or remove fiducials and annotations in order
to register the quadrants and map the disease extent. In this work, we showcase examples of digital stitching of
quartered histological sections into pseudo-WHMS using Histostitcher c© via the new XIP

TM

interface. This tool
will be particularly useful in clinical trials and large cohort studies where a quick, interactive way of digitally
reconstructing pseudo WMHS is required.

1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

1.1 Background

Radical prostatectomy is a common therapy for prostate cancer, with 158,000 performed in 2009,1 which involves
excising the gland from the body. Co-registration with pre-operative imaging (e.g. MRI) can be used to align
and map disease extent, to identify quantitative imaging signatures.2 This can be used to train a computer aided
diagnosis system to detect disease extent in vivo whether by needle biopsies3 or by in vivo MRI.4 However, these
diagnosis systems need a sufficient number of annotated cases for the classifier training phase and the evaluation
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Figure 1: (a) Prostate histology images are frequently split into quadrants prior to imaging. (b) Histostitcher c© is
used to reconstruct a pseudo WMHS section. (c) The WMHS can be registered to an MRI. (d) A fusion of the
registered histology with the MRI is shown.

of the learning algorithms. The ground truth for determining the disease extent in the case of prostate cancer is
provided by histological examinations. Annotated disease areas in whole mount histological sections (WMHS)
can then be registered to ex vivo as well as in vivo MRI scans, providing the ground truth for computer aided
detection systems operating on the MRI images. Diagnosing disease extent using in vivo MRI scans is an
important step towards accurate diagnosis without invasive surgery.

However, obtaining digitized WMHS to use for co-registration is cumbersome since (a) digital scanners are
unable to accommodate the entire whole mount slice, and (b) significant technical expertise is required for WMHS
preparation.5 Hence most centers construct quartered sections of each slice, such that the gland is sliced into 4
quadrants prior to digitization. Yet to co-register the ex vivo WMHS with in vivo imagery (so that in vivo CaP
signatures can be identified), the four imaged quadrants must be reconstructed into a single contiguous image
(see Figure 1).

1.2 Histostitcher c© Overview

To rectify the problem of having four separate images per histology slice, the Histostitcher c© software system5

was developed (see Figure 2). This tool allowed clinicians to reconstruct a stitched WMHS by selecting common
fiducials on the edges of adjacent quadrants. The algorithm then computes the best affine transformation of
these quadrants from the fiducials, and reconstructs the entire WMHS gland. Histostitcher c© was designed to
expedite the process of creating a pseudo WMHS, in which an accurate stitching can be generated with only
a few carefully selected fiducials. The results from the original Histostitcher c© prototype resulted in accurate
pseudo WMHS, and was faster than using software such as Adobe Photoshop, but still took almost 1 hour to
properly stitch a given slice. While the first prototype of the system (Figure 2) had the functionality required
for a digital prostate histology reconstruction system, there are some limitations.

1. The Matlab interface performs slow CPU rendering and computation.

2. The Matlab GUI environment resulted in a non-ergonomic interface for selecting fiducials.

3. There is no easy way to transform the quadrants prior to selecting fiducials to visualize the alignment and
reconstruction.
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Figure 2: Previous version of Histostitcher c© graphical user interface usable prototype developed using Matlab
and presented in [5]

1.3 eXtensible Imaging Platform (XIP
TM

) Overview

XIP
TM 6, 7 is an open sourced framework for the rapid prototyping of imaging and image analysis applications,

developed with support from the Cancer Bioinformatics Grid (caBIG
TM

). XIP
TM

is based on Open Inventor8

and its scene graph architexture of nodes and engines and has extended Open Inventor with many modules for
medical imaging, often GPU-accelerated. Features of the XIP

TM

architecture include:

• XIP
TM

comes with the ‘drag-and-drop’ development platform XipBuilder for a visual development of scene
graphs. Any dynamic link library that adheres to the Open Inventor standard can be loaded and the
contained nodes and engines integrated into the scene graph.

• XipBuilder also provides support for popular toolkits like ITK9 and VTK,10 as well as reading standard
conforming DICOM files.

• The development of GPU-accelerated algorithms with CUDA11 is supported as well.12

• Since there are no dependencies between the visual environment and the scene graph, these scene graphs
can later be included into applications once the prototype is refined for deployment. It therefore is highly
modular, and allows one to quickly modify, add, or remove parts of the system.

1.4 Overview of Integrating Histostitcher c© and XIP
TM

The previously developed Histostitcher c© prototype was rewritten using the XIP
TM

framework. The focus of
the redesigned Histostitcher c© system was a natural work flow, in order to help physicians perform the task
of stitching the quadrants in an efficient manner. The system supports loading of histology slices in standard
formats. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) was written in C++ using the QT library. The high modularity of

the XIP
TM

architecture facilitated the incorporation of the stitching algorithm,5 and is able to easily incorporate
future algorithms into the framework.

Clinicians are able to view all the quadrants simultaneously and stitch them in any order. GPU rendering
in XIP

TM

allows clinicians to smoothly align the quadrants prior to selecting fiducials. Panning, zooming, and
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rotating take advantage of an intelligent caching system, to align the quadrants in real time. This allows the
clinicians to move all the quadrants into an approximately correct position prior to selecting fiducials. Once
selected, fiducials can be added, moved and removed again at any point in the work flow, and the ability save
and load previous stitching sessions allows the easy continuation of work.

The original workflow of Histostitcher c© described in [5] consisted of selecting two quadrants to stitch, adding
the fiducials, computing the optimal registration given the fiducials and saving the result. Additionally, a preview
function allowed the physician to compute a first approximation of the registration result and add additional
fiducials when necessary. The whole process had to be repeated for all the quadrants until the complete slice
had been reconstructed. The following is a summary of improvements not present in the previous prototype.

• Smooth GPU rendering of quadrants and stitched result.

• Ability to pan, zoom, and rotate to align the quadrants prior to placing fiducials.

• Ability to easily move existing fiducials and quickly regenerate a new stitched preview.

The rest of the organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains a detailed description of the
XIP

TM

based Histostitcher c© workflow and implementation. Several stitched pseudo WMHS reconstructed from
the Histostitcher c© software are presented in Section 3. Concluding remarks and future directions are presented
in Section 4.

2. XIP
TM

BASED HISTOSTITCHER c© WORKFLOW AND IMPLEMENTATION

2.1 Workflow

The workflow of the new XIP
TM

based Histostitcher c© is shown in Figure 3 and entails the following steps.

1. The clinician loads up to 4 quadrants to be stitched.

2. These quadrants can be interactively panned, rotated and zoomed in order to identify common features
across the quadrants that can then be used to align the different quadrants.

3. Fiducials common to the edges of two quadrants are located. The clinician picks two quadrants and places
corresponding fiducials on the quadrants. Once the clinician has placed a sufficient number of fiducials,
stitching is performed by registering the two quadrants using the algorithm described in [5].

4. A low resolution preview of the stitched result is rendered. If the result of the stitching is acceptable, the
clinician can stitch the remaining quadrants. Otherwise the clinician can reject the result and refine the
placement of the fiducials or add additional fiducials.

5. The final pseudo WMHS is generated from the final stitching. At any point in the work flow, the user can
reject the results and go back to previous results, or save the session for continuation at a later date.

Figure 3: Workflow of the Histostitcher c© system. The text in red, specifically, exists only in the new XIP
TM

based
implementation.
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2.2 Histostitcher c© Integration into XIP
TM

While Histostitcher c© could have been built from scratch and implemented all the requirements outlined above,
the XIP

TM

framework allowed rapid yet professional development of the Histostitcher c© system. To address
Histostitcher c©’s issues listed in Section 1.2, Histostitcher c© was rewritten in C++, creating a Qt-based graphical
user interface (GUI). This XIP

TM

based version of Histostitcher c© aimed to use fast GPU rendering, to easily mod-

ify fiducials, and to be able to readily visualize and manipulate the result. XIP
TM

was used to accomplish these
tasks, since much of the desired functionality of Histostitcher c© (such as fiducial manipulation and visualization)

is already built into XIP
TM

’s highly modular framework.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Shown here is a representation of the XIP
TM

based Histostitcher c© GUI during the stitching process.
(a). Two adjacent quadrants have been stitched, where the gray lines indicate where the 2 quadrants ended,
and blending has been performed at the intersection of the stitched quadrants. (b). Shown is the final result,
after all quadrants have been stitched together into a fully reconstructed prostate WMHS. Some loss of tissue
and non-linear motion can result from the quadrants’ slicing, which is why a perfect reconstruction is not always
achieved.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: (a) A given histology quadrant is loaded. (b) The quadrant is split into multiple, unique, non-
overlapping blocks. (c) Each block is converted into a multi-resolution pyramid, and stored on a disk cache using
the JPEG compression.
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The ability to move and delete fiducials, the use of GPU rendering, saving and loading of sessions so a
clinician can resume or edit his/her work, and the ability to visualize the quadrants alignment, were all key

components of the XIP
TM

based version of Histostitcher c© . The algorithm for using the fiducials to calculate the
transformation is fully described in [5]. Figure 4a shows a stitching result within the XIP

TM

based GUI. The final
reconstruction of all quadrants stitched is shown in Figure 4b. A multi-resolution pyramid cache is generated for
each histology quadrant to allow efficient, real-time rendering of the quadrants (see Figure 5). Figure 6 shows

the Histostitcher c© workflow performing using the XIP
TM

based interface.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 6: A typical workflow for a Histostitcher c© session. (a) 4 quadrants are loaded, and corresponding
fiducials are selected. (b) Histostitcher c© stitches the 2 selected quadrants into a single stitched half-slice. (c)
Fiducials are selected on the 2 remaining quadrants. (d) The 2 remaining quadrants are stitched. (e) Fiducials
are selected on the two stitched halves. (f) The final pseudo WMHS is stitched and saved.
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2.3 Software Architecture of XIP
TM

Based Histostitcher c©

The system is separated into two components running in separate processes: the GUI process and the rendering
process. Interprocess communication keeps these two components completely independent of each other and
allows for communication of user inputs and data exchange. The high level GUI application contains the
workflow and control logic and is written in C++ using QT as widget toolkit.

The nodes that perform the visualization encapsulate the rendering functionality in Open Inventor nodes.
First, the scene graph for the visualization is developed and debugged using XipBuilder. This scene graph
contains the visualization nodes as well as nodes that manage the different viewports, nodes that allow the
manipulation of the visualization via user input, and nodes that manage overlays that enable annotations on top
of the histology slices.

The visualization component consists of multiple vertically organized components itself. A state manager
maintains the state of the rendering application and manages the scene graph. The state manager receives the
relevant user events from the GUI layer, processes them and forwards them to the XIP scene graph component.
Separating the work flow logic from the scene graph reduces the amount of additional Open Inventor nodes dealing
with workflow logic, keeping the scene graph simpler and the easier to maintain. This separation of concerns
between workflow logic and visualization allows the scene graph to be solely focused on the core visualization
tasks, increasing performance and efficiency.

The scene graph itself handles the workflow state dependent viewport layouts for visualizing all or a lim-
ited number of the images. Furthermore it contains Open Inventor nodes for visualizing the large images and
overlay graphics, as well as the interaction and event handling functionality. The algorithm for implementing
Histostitcher c© 5 was previously written in the Matlab programming language, and compiled into a DLL. This
DLL is loaded, the algorithm called and the resulting transformation forwarded to the visualization nodes.

Figure 7 shows a high level view of the current Histostitcher c© XIP scene graph. The nodes shown correspond
to loading the images, editable fiducials, image visualization and overlay graphics rendering, or stitching. This
modularity guarantees that in future versions, additional algorithms can be easily added to the application, by
either direct integration in source code or by adding new engines and nodes that interact with existing XIP
nodes. An OpenGL fragment shader is used to efficiently render the quadrants from the cache. A summary of
the different XIP

TM

modules is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: List of XIP
TM

components used in the Histostitcher c© implementation.
Component Description

Open Inventor Node A node is a data container which can contain such things as lighting,
or can perform a function such as rotating a quadrant, or calculate the
stitched result. A node can be used to notify other nodes when its state
changes, such as when a GUI event is triggered.

Scene Graph The scene graph contains OpenInventor nodes for visualization and
blending, and a state manager receives events from the GUI, updat-
ing the appropriate nodes, signalling when a new rendering is required.
In addition, the algorithm for using fiducials to stitch quadrants is con-
tained as a node in the scene graph.

XIP Builder XIP Builder is a separate application which is used to construct and
debug the scene graph.

OpenGL Fragment Shader A fragment shader is used to instruct the GPU how to interpolate and
blend tiles to render a view of a histology quadrant, or stitched result.
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Figure 7: The series of XIP nodes used to in the Histostitcher c© software system.

2.4 Histology Visualization

2.4.1 Histostitcher c© Rendering Requirements

Typical image quadrants processed in the Histostitcher c© have sizes of up to 30,000 by 30,000 pixels. For RGB
quadrants, this translates into an uncompressed image size of approximately 2,500 Megabytes, more than is
available on a typical PC graphics card. Ideally, the display should handle full resolution for large displays at a
frame rate of 60 frames per second. In addition, the system is expected to provide smooth panning and rotation
as well as seamless zooming between different resolution level, essentially mimicking the view a microscope
would provide. Moreover, up to 4 quadrants need to be rendered simultaneously, containing up to 10 Gigabytes
of image data. Displaying this huge amount of image data on a standard PC requires an intelligent caching
strategy that supplies the correct information when the user needs it, without time consuming streaming from
hard disk storage.

2.4.2 Tile Caching of Histology Quadrants

The XIP
TM

based Histostitcher c© implements interactive visualization of these large images using tile-based ren-
dering with out-of-core caching and on-demand-loading of requested tiles. A multiresolution pyramid is pre-
generated when loading the quadrants, which is used to render only the current resolution (see Figure 5). In
addition, precaching of tiles adjacent to the current field of view is performed to facilitate smooth panning and
zooming.

For optimal speed, the standard multi-resolution TIFF-encoded .svs files are converted into a tile-based,
JPEG-encoded, multi-resolution image format, developed especially for this renderer. Each data block is com-
pressed individually. This enables easy addressing of data blocks as well as concurrent processing of these blocks
in separate threads. JPEG was chosen due to its fast decompression while concurrently providing good image
quality. The conversion of the raw quadrants to multi-resolution jpeg tiles is performed off-line during the loading
of the images, and stored on disk. These files contain tiles of 256× 256 pixels, which are recursively downsampled
to create the coarser resolution levels.
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2.4.3 Rendering of Histology Quadrants from the Cache

Tiles are requested from the visualization layer and cached in a hierarchy of increasing resolution. All the tiles
of an image are available on the hard drive cache, loaded on demand into the main memory cache, and then
transferred into GPU memory. Only the tiles covered by the actual view are requested by the visualization
layer. For a smoother user-interface, certain tiles are additionally preloaded: tiles that are adjacent to the
currently displayed tiles as well as tiles from the coarse resolution levels. Preloading of adjacent tiles in the
hierarchy allows smooth panning, rotating and zooming, whereas preloading coarser visualization levels allows
to substitute missing tiles with coarser resolution tiles, until the needed tiles have been loaded into graphics
memory.

The renderer is separated into a display thread to handles the visualization, and worker threads to concurrently
load and transfer tiles between different layers of the cache hierarchy. A synchronization point allows loading
the requested tiles from the cache into the GPU texture memory, used to rendering the final images.

Since the multi-resolution pyramid is cached at discrete resolutions, OpenGL fragment shaders are used to
interpolate the requested resolution, which may be in between cached resolutions. This enables the visualization
layer to incorporate seamless zooming of the histopathology images. Due to cache misses, some of the tiles are
not available at the requested resolution and temporarily substituted by lower-resolution tiles that are available
in the GPU cache. The fragment shaders interpolate between different resolutions among different blocks for
visualization without distracting seam artifacts.

Figure 8: Two adjacent quadrants (top) are rotated and aligned prior to selecting fiducials. The clinician zooms
in to select corresponding fiducials on the quadrants, which yields in a final stitched result (bottom). It can be
seen that the nodule highlighted in blue was able to be seamlessly stitched.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: (a) shows a stitched result from two quadrants, where the dotted black line shows the separation of
the quadrants. (b) shows a zoomed in region of the boundary between the quadrants, where it can be seen that

rendering in the XIP
TM

based Histostitcher c© resulted in a seamless transition between quadrants.

3. RESULTS

Using the XIP
TM

based Histostitcher c© software has yielded much more efficient pseudo WMHS reconstructions
than the previous Matlab based interface. Firstly, the ability to quickly pre-align the quadrants prior to selecting
fiducials has facilitated the process of select corresponding edges on the quadrants. The ability to smoothly
zoom in on specific regions of the quadrants have helped picking corresponding fiducials tremendously. Figure 8
represents the selection of fiducials on two adjacent quadrants after pre-aligning them, and shows the seamlessness
of the final stitch.

In addition, the ability to accurately select corresponding fiducials after zooming in has resulted in recon-
structions with seamless transitions between quadrants. A seamless transition of a stitched half-slice is shown in
Figure 9 where the two original quadrants are indicated by a dotted black line in Figure 9a and the blending of
the adjacent quadrants is seen in Figure 9b.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have taken our previously developed Histostitcher c© system5 and created a complete software system for
clinical use, which will be extremely important in the context of clinical trials and large cohort studies where
accurate, and efficient stitching is required. Clinicians at the Hospital at the University of Pennsylvania are
currently using the Histostitcher c© software system to reconstruct digitized prostate histology quadrants for
analysis. The system is written on top of the open XIP

TM

framework, and improvements over the previous Matlab
implementation include fast GPU rendering, the ability to remove or move fiducials, the ability to quickly move
and align the quadrants prior to fiducial selection, and the ability to save and load sessions. In addition, the
system is highly modular, in that additional algorithms can be loaded as libraries, and quickly integrated into
the software. The framework showcased here is also being applied in the context of image registration and
segmentation of multimodal data. Future plans include incorporating the Sciport database system for storing
and loading the data, manual tumor annotation from clinicians, and automatic image analysis algorithms (such
as [3]) loaded through external libraries.
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